
Lighting

Chandeliers   |   Lanterns   |   String Lighting
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Lanterns add personality to any tented space! 
Whether grouped over the dance floor or used 
throughout the tent, decorative lanterns elevate the 

ambiance of any gathering. Sugarplum offers faux candle 
lanterns in various styles as well as electric lanterns, which 
look great on dimmers. For a dramatic pop of color we also 
have paper lanterns in all sizes and color palettes. 

Moroccan Lanterns—  
used with faux pillar candles

Chesapeake Lanterns—  
great for paths & entries

Wrought Iron Lanterns—  
with faux candle and bee lights

Nautical Onion Lanterns 

Lighthouse Lanterns—  
for tents, entrances, lawns, tables…

Wrought Iron Electrical Lantern

Rattan Lanterns
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Sugarplum offers string lighting in several styles: cafe bistro lighting which 

sports the little French-looking bistro lights—these are great criss-crossed in a 
tent or on poles out in the yard. They can also be swagged in the tent, creating 

a more dramatic effect. Streamer perimeter lighting features an incandescent bulb of 
about 2 inches; this type of lighting works well with our colorwash uplighting which 
gives a rich texture to the tent while the streamer lighting provides the ambiant light. 
For the colorwash uplighting, we normally do amber, rose or white—but we have 
other colors for sure!

We also have the smaller “bee” lights which we use for our starlight effect lighting. 
These are truly magical and look great with a clear tent or under one of our taffeta 
fabric liners.
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What’s more unexpected and fun than a formal 
chandelier under a tent?! They look fantastic 
and we have them in so many styles to fit the 

exact look for you! They are a great bang for your buck and 
create a total focal point which takes a wedding or any event 
from wonderful to wow! Crystal, pewter, bronze, wood—let 
your imagination take flight!
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French Empire French Rounded Bronze Crystal  
Cone Chandelier

Dune Open Weave Basket 
(Large & Small)

Dune Open Weave Basket 
(Round)

Elegant Crystal  
(Medium)

Valencia Acanthus  
(Crystal & Bronze)

White Parisian  
Chandelier

Francesca 
(Large)

Francesca 
(Small)

Modern Rustic  
Chandelier



301-869-2054
www.sugarplumtents.com

“Best Tent Company”—Washingtonian Magazine

rom elegant weddings,  
to amazing galas and

benefits, Sugarplum Tent 
Company covers the area’s  
most spectacular events.

F • Clear, Sailcloth & White Tents

• Great Lighting Options

• Fabric Liners & Swagging

• Dance Floors & Stages

• Climate Control and Flooring

WeCreateMagic


